Dear Colleagues and Partners,

This is the first edition of the IOC’s new Integrity Newsletter, which aims to keep you informed about our activities in the fields of ethics, governance and the prevention of competition manipulation. Many of you work directly with us on a regular basis on these important topics. We hope that a compact newsletter sent out every few months will prove to be useful and effective to keep you informed of our work and related developments.

In this edition, we provide details on how the IOC has followed up on the governance recommendations issued by the renowned International Institute for Management Development (IMD) a year ago, following a detailed update to the IOC Executive Board during its meeting late July.

Other features in this newsletter include:

- a look back on the meeting and work of the International Partnership against Corruption in Sport (IPACS) last month in Lausanne;
- news about IBIS;
- events we have recently attended;
- an outlook on what will be coming up soon; and
- a digital ‘library’ of helpful resources, such as interesting website information and relevant publications, all of which may support you in your daily work.
IOC REVIEWS PROGRESS OF GOVERNANCE REFORMS

During its July meeting, the IOC Executive Board received a thorough progress report about recent governance reforms within the organisation, and decided on further action.

TACKLING CORRUPTION IN SPORT

The International Partnership against Corruption in Sport (IPACS) - a multi-stakeholder platform composed of the IOC and other international partners - met to evaluate their recent efforts in addressing pressing issues in sport.

Happy reading, and I look forward to receiving any comments you may have regarding our newsletter initiative.

To continue receiving the newsletter in the future, may I kindly ask you to click here to sign up.

Yours sincerely,
Pâquerette Girard Zappelli
IOC Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer
The IOC recently renewed its partnership with INTERPOL until 2021 in order to expand the joint global capacity building and training programme aimed at protecting the integrity of sport. In particular, both organisations will carry out a wide range of national and regional joint training sessions to raise awareness and build capacity within law enforcement and sports organisations to facilitate effective investigations into competition manipulation.
ATHLETE REP JOINS THE OM UNIT PMC ADVISORY BOARD

IOC Athletes’ Commission Chair and retired Olympic swimmer Kirsty Coventry is the latest addition to the Advisory Board to the Olympic Movement Unit on the Prevention of the Manipulation of Competitions (OM Unit PMC), which met in Lausanne in July 2018. Coventry succeeded Angela Ruggiero as Chair of the Commission in February 2018, and will make sure that the athletes’ views are properly represented on the Advisory Board. This body supervises and advises on the activities of the OM Unit PMC by bringing in the expertise of the key stakeholders and issuing recommendations on relevant topics.

A CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATION
365 DAYS A YEAR

Betting on all Olympic competitions has been monitored since Beijing 2008. To step up its efforts, the IOC created the Integrity Betting Intelligence System (IBIS), operational during every Olympic Games since Sochi 2014. IBIS is now permanently available to stakeholders, whenever there is a need for intelligence.

FIND OUT MORE

ON TOUR

These past months, the IOC’s Ethics and Compliance team has been on the road a lot to work with a number of key stakeholders on enhancing integrity in sport. In this section you can check out what happened at recent events and learn about upcoming activities.

The next IOC Integrity Newsletter will offer a special feature on the Olympism in Action Forum as well as the YOG, so don’t forget to sign up!
Contact us & Privacy Policy

Tell us your comments and questions about this newsletter!

Please write to: OMUnitPMC@olympic.org
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